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Tillena Lou’s a turtle, as curious as can be!
She likes to look around just to see what she can see.

Her mother says it’s not safe to stray too far from home, but often curiosity just makes her want to roam!
Sunning on her special log, 
ready for another day, 
Tillena needs her breakfast—
Then she will be on her way.
Soon she spies a water snail—the kind she likes to eat, and with a crunch and a munch, she has her delicious treat.

Now she holds her breath and drives underwater to a spot where she finds some flower roots that are tangled in a knot.
They are from water lilies—
tasty to Tillena Lou!
They’re another favorite food,
and her brothers like them, too!
A very full Tillena climbs up the bank of grass, out of the clear fresh water onto a smooth dirt path.
Tillena Lou’s a turtle,
as curious as can be!
She likes to look around
just to see what she can see.

On the path in front of her
are many wondrous things:
Ants and worms and butterflies
with fluttering, outstretched wings.
Above the little turtle is a blue and cloudless sky.
The birds are singing in the trees—and squirrels nibble nuts nearby.

This is where they all belong—
A natural place to be.
Here they have all that they need to live most comfortably.
BUT the tiny, little turtle
has wandered far from home;
it's just her curiosity
that makes her want to roam!

Tillena Lou’s a turtle
as curious as can be!
She likes to look around
just to see what she can see.
She is lost and so she looks to her left and to her right. Then she sees in front of her a really scary sight!
Two giant feet block her path. They are standing in the leaves.
Tillena tries to get away as she ducks into the weeds.
A hand comes down and grabs a startled Tillena Lou. So she pops inside her shell because that’s what turtles do.
Stuffed deep into a pocket where it’s dark and warm inside, the tiny, tucked-in turtle takes a bumpy, bouncy ride.
The ride stops and Tillena feels she is all alone. So she crawls from the pocket to a place unlike her home!

Tillena Lou’s a turtle, as curious as can be! She likes to look around just to see what she can see.
The puzzled little turtle stands near a big, white box. It makes a loud sloshing sound as it wildly shakes and rocks.
The box is not at all like anything she’s EVER seen! No friend at home on the lake has a strange swishing machine.
Tillena Lou’s a turtle,  
as curious as can be!  
She likes to look around  
just to see what she can see.  

Is this a place for “PEOPLE?”  
She just has to find out more.  
Cautiously, she backs away  
and heads through an open door.
Tillena goes exploring and she very quickly finds a room that's filled with smells of many different kinds.

From her spot beside a chair Tillena can clearly see a “PERSON” at the table eating apples voraciously.
Now another big white box suddenly is opened up.
Cool air whooshes out from it as someone fills a cup.

Tillena Lou’s a turtle, as curious as can be!
She likes to look around just to see what she can see.
Now everywhere she turns, she sees something that is new!
This is a real adventure for little Tillena Lou.
There is a big box that talks with moving pictures inside. and small switches turn on lights when it is dark outside.

The trees are in clay buckets and fish in a big glass bowl. Water’s inside a place to sit and it flushes down a hole!
There is no sky above her,
no green grass between her toes.
no log or clear blue lake—
not a single thing she knows.
Tillena is a turtle, as curious as can be! She likes to look around just to see what she can see.

Tillena wants to leave now, She has seen enough today. This is not a place for her to live the turtle way.
Suddenly, four furry legs comes streaking through the door! This must be her chance to leave. So she scoots across the floor.
No one seems to notice hasty Tillena Lou as she lands upon the porch. Then scurries off there, too.

With no stops to look around, she sets off across the lawn. On the way, there's much to see—but she just hurries on.
Now at home beside the lake, 
she’s as happy as can be. 
She is back where she belongs 
with her friends and family.

Tillena Lou’s a turtle 
as curious as can be. 
She still wants to look around, 
but next time more cautiously!
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